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SO MANY LEADS, SO 
LITTLE CONVERSION:

USING DATA TO NURTURE 
LEADS AND DIFFERENTIATE 
FROM THE COMPETITION



• Understand how voice-of-the-customer (VOC) research is used to proactively uncover 

trends

• Learn how the entire prospect experience can be used to further trust

• Uncover leading trends and top opportunities in content marketing to help you stand out 

from competitors

• Visualize how uniting your brand with your content marketing strategy can create unrivaled 

success in overall communications

LEARNING OBJECTIVES



Wendy O’Donovan Phillips is CEO of Big Buzz, a marketing 

agency delivering a steady stream of move-in-ready leads to 

teams serving the senior living industry. For more than 15 

years, Big Buzz has helped senior living marketing and sales 

teams nurture leads to increase occupancy, grow and scale. 

Wendy is the author of the book Flourish!: The Method Used 

by Aging Services Organizations for the Ultimate Marketing 

Results, and has been published in McKnight’s and Forbes. 

www.bigbuzzinc.com

YOUR SPEAKER



WARMUP



WEAKNESSES OPPORTUNITIES



THE REALITY



If you are anything like your peers who we recently 

surveyed, you might say your brand awareness is great!

THE REALITY



THE REALITY



Well, we asked 159 senior living executives and marketing 

team members to define brand.

THE REALITY



THE REALITY

ONLY

OF YOUR PEERS GOT IT  R IGHT

24%



THE PROBLEM



Incorrect definition of brand leads to weakened differentiation.
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Incorrect definition of brand leads to weakened differentiation.

THE PROBLEM

• Lack of data backing positioning in the marketplace results in perceived differentiation

• Wrong decision makers driving positioning in the marketplace results in perceived 

longevity

• Weak processes for building, maintaining and amplifying differentiation result in perceived 

consistency

• Weak value proposition results in weak differentiation



WHAT IS BRAND?



Brand is the singular value proposition that uniquely 

positions your organization in the marketplace, as shown 

by trends in differentiation from the perspective of your 

residents and families. 

WHAT IS BRAND?



BRAND IS NOT…
• “We are a long-term and short-term care [community], specializing in 

rehabilitation, we offer a variety of activities of daily living”

Brand is NOT solely the features of the organization.

Brand is NOT comprised of intangible concepts that don’t differentiate.

Brand is NOT solely a tagline or catchphrase.

Brand is NOT solely the company attributes.

Brand is NOT defined by any group that does not include residents and families.

• “Your definition of you and your company values” or, “Your Medicare star rating”

• “Your brand name and the services you put out”

• “Exceptional care without any exceptions”

• “Innovation,” “Going above and beyond” or “Unique”



You may love your brand. 

But the data shows the people who need you may not 

readily see how you are different from competitors.



Here are a few of the correct responses we received 

from your peers.



WHAT IS BRAND?
• “How your company is perceived by the people it serves” 

Brand comes from the voice of the customer. 

Brand may serve a particular sector of the older adult population.

Brand is timeless.

Brand is unforgettable.

Brand packs a Unique Value Proposition (UVP).

• “[Demonstrates] how you make the lives of people you care for better”

• “Gives an explanation of your brand that would make people want to instantly use your brand”

• “A legacy to be remembered” or “What people will always remember” 

• “We help veterans and their families” or “We care for seniors with disabilities” 



BRAND
DIFFERENTIATION



75% of your peers base brand differentiation on the 

company mission, vision and values

29% base it on company history

26% base it upon the perceptions of the marketing 

team

21% base it upon the executive team alone

BRAND DIFFERENTIATION



This inevitably leads to two-dimensional groupthink. 

BRAND DIFFERENTIATION



BRAND DIFFERENTIATION



How can we escape the cycle of groupthink 

and weak differentiation?

BRAND DIFFERENTIATION



Ask the People

BRAND DIFFERENTIATION



BRAND DIFFERENTIATION



Voice-of-the-customer (VOC) research is a 

methodology used to proactively uncover trends in 

residents’ and families’ perceptions, preferences and 

motivators in seeking support from your organization.

BRAND DIFFERENTIATION



No one tells your community’s story better than your happiest 

residents and their family members.



Where did you first hear about our community?

BRAND DIFFERENTIATION

What encouraged you to make the move?

How much research did you do prior to moving into a community?

What features of our community stood out to you the most?



What do you enjoy most about our community?

BRAND DIFFERENTIATION

How has our community impacted your life?

What are some things our community could do better?

How long have you or your loved one lived in our community?



From this point, we analyze the data and identify 

the top trends we need to highlight to determine 

our brand differentiation.

BRAND DIFFERENTIATION



The outcome of a strong brand differentiation process takes the form of 5 

assets:

• Positioning Statement

• Differentiators

• Brand Essence

• Mood Board

• Graphic Standards Guide

BRAND DIFFERENTIATION





WHERE WOULD YOU CHOOSE?



Get access to deep senior living 

marketing data and insights now. 

BRAND DIFFERENTIATION

Visit www.bigbuzzinc.com/la-az-2023 to 

download our full eBook library.

http://www.bigbuzzinc.com/la-az-2023


VALUE 
PROPOSITION



This is the most important part of the brand; without it, 

the brand is just a description of features and 

services. 

VALUE PROPOSITION



The value proposition compels the person considering 

your brand to believe in it, to feel as though they belong 

with your brand and to become loyal to it. 

VALUE PROPOSITION





Key questions to ask yourself when crafting 

your value proposition…

VALUE PROPOSITION



• What three words or phrases does your VOC data show best describe the benefit residents and 

families experience from your organization?

• If I were an older adult or a family member of an older adult, would I simply expect these as part of 

the service from any senior living organization or are there clear statements of benefit?

• Do these words or phrases deliver a strong value proposition that we undoubtedly know is true and 

unique about our organization?

VALUE PROPOSITION



PROSPECT
EXPERIENCE



We have our survey data.

We know what makes us different.

We understand how we improve life for our residents and families.

Now what? 

PROSPECT EXPERIENCE



We have our survey data.

We know what makes us different.

We understand how we improve life for our residents and families.

Now what? Target persona development!

PROSPECT EXPERIENCE



What is the difference?

PROSPECT EXPERIENCE

Target Audience
Subset or group of people with similar demographics or psychographics (age, gender, 

income, location, challenges, interests)

Target Persona
A “fictional” ideal resident/family member (personal background, goals, challenges, 

triggers, interests, identifiers, needs, common objections)



What is their name?

PROSPECT EXPERIENCE



What is their age?

PROSPECT EXPERIENCE



What is their level of education?

PROSPECT EXPERIENCE



What is/was their occupation?

PROSPECT EXPERIENCE



What do they enjoy doing in their spare 

time?

PROSPECT EXPERIENCE



What are their greatest challenges?

PROSPECT EXPERIENCE



What are their greatest fears?

PROSPECT EXPERIENCE



What are their greatest hopes?

PROSPECT EXPERIENCE



What motivates them?

PROSPECT EXPERIENCE



Finally, what is their level of understanding 

of their own/loved one’s situation?

PROSPECT EXPERIENCE



Once we have gathered this data, all of 

the communications we create and 

deliver are written with this specific 

person in mind.

PROSPECT EXPERIENCE



With quality content, you position yourself as the expert before prospects 

even walk in the door. 

Ongoing content and nurture campaigns further deepen this trust, 

encouraging prospects to reach out.

PROSPECT EXPERIENCE



“They want to see our communities but never have any intention of putting 

their loved ones here even after using all of our resources and time.” 

PROSPECT EXPERIENCE



“They want to see our communities but never have any intention of putting 

their loved ones here even after using all of our resources and time.” 

Sound familiar?

PROSPECT EXPERIENCE



How can we improve this percentage? 

PROSPECT EXPERIENCE

Over half of respondents said they get up to 25% of 

sales-qualified leads (SQLs) from content marketing. 



Content marketing provides prospects and 

families with the expertise, education and 

information they need to solve issues they face. 

PROSPECT EXPERIENCE

Defining Content



One respondent said, “Content marketing is used 

to attract, engage and retain an audience.” It’s all 

about attraction over promotion. 

PROSPECT EXPERIENCE

Content Shares Insights



One respondent said, “Content marketing is used 

to attract, engage and retain an audience.” It’s all 

about attraction over promotion. 

Note: blog sign-ups are not ready to talk to you!

PROSPECT EXPERIENCE

Content Shares Insights



PROSPECT EXPERIENCE



Strong content shares knowledge that may not 

directly benefit the organization but benefits the 

older adult or family member served. (WIIFM)

PROSPECT EXPERIENCE

Content Focuses on the Customer



PROSPECT EXPERIENCE

WIIFM?



Over time, content strengthens trust not only in 

the organization itself but in the industry overall. 

PROSPECT EXPERIENCE

Content Builds Relationships





of your peers say content marketing positions the organization as the 

expert in a particular area of senior care.

PROSPECT EXPERIENCE

55%

say content marketing builds credibility with leads.50%
use content marketing to provide staff with the knowledge and inspiration 

they need to do their jobs well. 52%
apply content marketing to help address complex industry-related 

questions or concerns a prospect may have.42%



of respondents said that their organization’s content 

marketing stands out as unique among competitors’.

PROSPECT EXPERIENCE

90%



of respondents said that their organization’s content 

marketing stands out as unique among competitors’.

PROSPECT EXPERIENCE

90%



LET’S MAKE SURE 
YOUR CONTENT 
MARKETING HELPS 
YOU STAND OUT 
FROM COMPETITORS



Opportunity 1: Target Audience

CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES



Our data indicates that 78% of senior living marketing teams are going too broad with 

their target audience.

56% publish content for various target audiences by service subsets such as independent 

living, assisted living or skilled nursing.

22% address one broad target audience.

Both sets miss the mark by aiming to reach too many differently-minded people at once.

CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES



When you speak to everyone, you reach no one. 

CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES



CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES

Only 14% of our respondents identified leads (MQLs) 

within their organization’s marketing-qualified 

database as the subset for whom to exclusively 

create content. 



CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES

Only 9% identified sales-qualified leads (SQLs) within 

the organization’s database as the subset for whom 

to exclusively create content.  



This is a HUGE opportunity for nurturing leads!

CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES



Consider narrowing your positioning and content 

marketing focus to just one service.

CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES



You will still be marketing to every 

level of care you offer. But your 

content will be highly targeted to 

increase conversions.



Opportunity 2: Content Assets

CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES



of teams are publishing whitepapers

CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES

43%

are regularly blogging 41%

are distributing eBooks or guides38%



CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES

93% of your peers make use of landing pages to convert 

readers/listeners/viewers into leads. This is a best practice we recommend.



CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES

In January 2022, HubSpot reported, “86% of [small] businesses [in the 

U.S.] use video as a marketing tool.” 

Video Content



of senior living marketing teams are 

publishing testimonial videos 

CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES

27%

are producing executive team videos 26%



Grab a HIPAA consent and 

your phone, then get to work. 

It doesn’t need to be perfect.

CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES



Opportunity 3: Data-Driven Content

CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES



CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES

19% of senior living marketing teams are developing 

data-driven articles. 



Take data-driven publishing a step further by 

backing it with VOC or programmatic survey data.

CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES



CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES



Opportunity 4: Content Approach

CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES



of senior living marketing teams approach content 

marketing by sharing educational articles

CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES

49%

by sharing virtual tours49%

by sharing entertaining stories46%



Only 44% of senior living marketing teams are sharing content developed 

specifically for a warm prospect, speaking directly to a particular pain 

point that is hindering them from touring or moving in.

CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES



Focus: what do our prospects need to know or see 

that will enable a decision?



Opportunity 5: Distribution Channels

CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES



of your peers are posting content on social media

CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES

65%

are posting blogs and sending them out via email54%

of content is offered as general website content52%

are using podcasts49%



Only 26% of your peers expand their reach by submitting content to third-

party media companies like McKnight’s Senior Living, local newspapers or 

community bulletins.

CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES



Opportunity 6: Publishing Frequency

CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES



CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES

17% of respondents publish less than twice weekly. 



Consider publishing one longer data-driven piece per month, addressing all 

the most burning questions and desires your data shows are on the 

minds of the older adults you serve. 

Bonus: you can offer this alongside regular content as a gated download to 

increase MQLs.

CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES



Our data revealed two trends in terms of burning questions.

CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES



Distrust of the industry 

Analysis paralysis (too much choice) 

Financial constraints (don’t see the value) 

CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES

1. Fears that directly impact the decision to move:



Concerns about living a meaningful life 

Concerns about remaining a reliable family member 

(Am I safe? Am I connected? Am I useful or a burden?) 

Challenges setting realistic goals with family 

CONTENT OPPORTUNITIES

2. Personal fears that can impact the move:



When writing content, speak directly to the person’s fears. 

Write or illustrate a few quick ways they might begin to address the 

issue and then how your organization would support them in solving it.



VISUALIZE: UNITE 
YOUR BRAND WITH 
YOUR CONTENT 
MARKETING STRATEGY



Brand is the singular value proposition that 

uniquely positions your organization and is based 

on the perspective of your residents and families. 

UNITE BRAND AND CONTENT



By surveying these individuals, you uncover a 

goldmine of data to better understand the 

value you provide.

UNITE BRAND AND CONTENT



With quality content, you position yourself as the expert before prospects even 

walk in the door. 

Ongoing content and nurture campaigns further deepen this trust, encouraging 

prospects to reach out.

UNITE BRAND AND CONTENT











Common Challenges and Solutions

UNITE BRAND AND CONTENT



Problem: We need to improve trust in our brand.

UNITE BRAND AND CONTENT

Solution: If your brand needs bolstering, get differentiation direction from 

voice-of-the-customer (VOC) surveys and updated brand messaging. 

If your brand is well built, improve trust in it by continuously creating content 

that amplifies the three differentiating traits for which your organization is best 

known.



Problem: We need to enhance the credibility of our content.

UNITE BRAND AND CONTENT

Solution: The most credible content supports consumers in solving issues on 

their own while also gently demonstrating when it’s time to seek outside help. 



Problem: We need to make improvements in establishing our direct relationship 

with customers.

UNITE BRAND AND CONTENT

Solution: The foundation of account-based selling is identifying what is 

troubling one person in your sales funnel and sharing custom-made content to 

demonstrate how you might help.



Problem: We have too much staff involvement in content marketing. 

UNITE BRAND AND CONTENT

Solution: Simplify your content marketing plan, get approval once annually or 

quarterly from the larger executive team, then rely on a small group of people 

to develop and deliver content.



Problem: We have challenges identifying KPIs for content marketing or 

delivering results through content marketing.

UNITE BRAND AND CONTENT

Solution: Align as a team on at least one lead measure (which indicates the 

likelihood of achieving your goal) and one lag measure (which determines if 

you have achieved that goal). For example, the number of new MQLs per week 

and move-ins per month, respectively.



Go one step further to develop and create content based on sales stages to 

help solve the most common challenges your prospects are facing; this will 

build trust and encourage them to reach out.

UNITE BRAND AND CONTENT



RECAP



SMILE!



Incorrect definition of brand leads to weakened differentiation.

RECAP



Brand is the singular value proposition that uniquely 

positions your organization in the marketplace, as shown 

by trends in differentiation from the perspective of your 

residents and families. 

RECAP



The outcome of a strong brand differentiation process takes the form of 5 

assets:

• Positioning Statement

• Differentiators

• Brand Essence

• Mood Board

• Graphic Standards Guide

RECAP



What is the difference?

RECAP

Target Audience
Subset or group of people with similar demographics or psychographics (age, gender, 

income, location, challenges, interests)

Target Persona
A “fictional” ideal resident/family member (personal background, goals, challenges, 

triggers, interests, identifiers, needs, common objections)



Content marketing provides prospects and 

families with the expertise, education and 

information they need to solve issues they face. 

RECAP

Defining Content



Finally, by speaking directly to fears and providing solutions, 

your organization builds value and trust in the prospect’s 

mind. 

By the time they contact your team, they are much more 

move-in ready. 

RECAP



GET ACCESS TO WENDY 

Visit www.calendly.com/wendy-o-phillips to 

schedule a 30-minute call with Wendy.

http://www.calendly.com/wendy-o-phillips


THANK YOU
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